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letter f ram the editors
THE FlRSTTIME it crossed my mind to
take students to Peru I remembered my
days living with the Shining Path, the not so
democratic Fujin1ori government and the
galloping inflation. But so much has changed
since then. Today Peru presents the fastest
growing economy in South America and the
terrorist movements have been so weakened
that they are almost gone.
\,\lhen many think about Peru, Machu
Picchu is the first thing that comes to
mind. But there is so much more to the
th.ird largest South American country. It's
a mesmerizing and chaotic place with a rich culture located in a unique
geographical part of the world.
lt was tinlc to go there and provide students an oppo1tu11ity to explore
new laods.
With the invaluable collaboration of my colleague Teresa Puente, who
had already taken students to Mexico and Italy in semesters past, we
decided to embark on this travel writing adventure.
Would students be interested in Peru? It didn't take too long to find
out they were, even before we started advertising the class that took place
over J-term in January of 2010.
We selected 13 students who cruue from the journalism, graphic design
and photography departments. They were excited to travel abroad and
even more during the South American sunnuer while in Chicago snow
was piling up.
\\le spent 11 days in Llma, founded in 1535 with the nameof"City of
the Kings,"and three days in Cuseo, "the archaeological capital of the
Americas." that was built over 2,000 years ago.
Students reported, wrote, blogged, µholographed and produced
multimedia stories. Even though the course is called "rravel Writing"
the scope of their work went way beyond that. Every visit to markets,
museums, cultural a11d archaeological sites was fully documented. They
experienced life with the local Peruvians by sharing stories, food and
dance. They produced a body of work that c~-plored aspects of daily life,
social issues, entertainment and culture.
But we watJtcd a print example of their work, so we cl1ose 15 stories
that appear in this magazine, each one visually edited and designed by
students from another class: Visual Joun1alism SP 2010. These pages are
their final project. Teresa and I hope you enjoy what this talented group
of 27 students, who worked in eollahoration with each otl1er, bring to you.
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Wandffer magazine is a collaborative project
produced by the Spring 2010 Visual Journalism
students, Department of Journalism of Columbia
College Chicago. Each student edited, designed
and laid out each story as their final dass project.
The artides and the photog,aphy were produced
by the students who took.~ JTerm ddS.S Trav• I
Writing: Peru and spent two we,el(s in Lima <1nd
Cvsco. P~,u ir. January 2010,
RIGHT 'The rwo <OvtfS for this iisve were de-signed
bySteph.;mie ~viof<l and )ortJf Espinoz~.
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orris: ond 1cod1tr Lto11idos Orfllono h(lltd('ve/()pe<l ()1,1fr 13 yCt:1r$ <>f
prtN.-tice. Laure-n Brostowitz
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coa:,1.

5ara Rosenblum

10 PERUGLIOING
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breathtaJting advcnh1N!. Laura Nalin
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toured with thedtvn of Penmlon jouniali.~n. Emi Peters
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l1Ct' ]>(J.$$ion/or musicond ])OClry won her a Gi'Ommy. Emi Pete-rs
18 BOHO BEATS IN BARRANCO
ni:o :;tT('t't musit:lans/oJ.!otu their pu:;si<m by ;x,rfom1it;g in u11 w1~1J

neighborhood in /,ima. Benita Zepeda
20 MACHU PICCHU : WINDOW TO THE WORLD

11,c ~-cnth wender of the modcn1 tuorlcl u..'<,s not ori_gin(ll(y <li$<XIVC1'(.'(f
by llirom Bingham. Lauren Wille
22 RUMBLE IN THE "INCA JUNGLE"
J\lpaoo $U'f(1tcrs, bogs, pottery,jeu:clry, crafts llml s,0t,veriirs. A unique
joumey through C\1$coS colo1ful m(lrl.,-ctplo~. Amber Porter
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An elder oort prog1'(1m u,kes core of the ~nior cih'1.e11s in oroosofnc<:d
i,1 limct Pcm. Crist ina Aguirre
26 BEGGING TO LIVE
11u's is the story of Pt:mm'an "'st1ttt ki(I~", "forced by J)()IX!rty a,td
di-sodt.:OlllQge to bcoome provid<:rs/Qr their Jomilie:s much I()() :5c)Qtt.

Sara Ostman
28 PERUVIAN LADIES OF THE NIGHT
i\ u.'(lfk Qn the strctd$ QjJ,imu, Pent to expWre the bU$in ess of
pro$litution. Devin Katayama

30 FINDING MY ROOTS
A young

u.~m,m:~jc,unu:y offin,Iiirg where she was born um/ N?jk't·ting

on the life she wos gi1.:cn. Krista Hines

32 INEXPENSIVE INK
t.ookingforo tattoo but don't have thcfimd.-.j(,rfN'sh hlk? l.imaoJJt,-s
offordcrbfe prices. Lauren Brostowitz
34 COCA, NOT COCOA

Drinkinf} OX'(J tM tltfinitcly help.~ when you art , ,,ooo/ttr abolX!soo
level. Gracia Satdter-Taylor
ffl()TO$ l:/ KRISTA HIN(S, A.Y.8(R PORT(~ lAURA NAltl. 0.U Pfl(~ lJJJfUH H0$1'0.YITZ
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If it's pottery you're after,
nothing n1atches the unique
style Peruvian artist and teacher
Leonidas Orellana has developed
over 13 years ofpractice.

ALftA
RUNA
STYLE
,.
~ ....,
...
•

PHOTOS AND STORY
BY LAUREN BROSTOWITZ

I

n t he district of Chorillos,
in Lima, Peru, labyrinths of

deverty constn;cted houses
line the street. \f't/here calamines,
or large metal plates, formed
the t0of'S of ma2e·llke Peruvian
homes, Leonidas Orellana
Cast ro, a Peruvian ceramics

artist. sat in his lime-<olored
office and juggles a mass of clay
between his hands. Surrounded
by dozens of flawless nativity

scenes and tiny hand-painted
Noah's arcs, Orellana discussed

Leonidas Orellana holds up his latest piece, a baby Jesus, from a nativity set he has grown
locally famous for creating.

wtiat has been his familys life's
work for over 100 years.
Orellana, 45, was born in
Ayacucho, which is an artists'
village where 36 churches stand
tall. It's no surprise that his work
has a strong religious inspiration.

student wanderer

and painted in his home. He also
has four children. two chic.kem,

He has been e<eating art for 13

three dogs, two pigeons and a
guinea pig. These, he tells me,
are his children's pets.
" I try to make an artist ic
work with my own feelings and
also of Peru,· Orellana said, as
he looked at a tiny round box
his grandfathet Daniel Castro,
made. Inside were delicate
hand made Quechua Indians,
beautifully constructed with a

throughout his intricately crafted

6

Guisado Gonzales who help hand
paint the abundant creations
that are conceived, molded, fired

years, and his work was recently
fea tured in the exhibit lnstituto
Cultural Teatral y Social's yearly
contest, Navidad es Jesvs.
The fusion of Catholic imagery

and Peruvian stytes expressed

The inside of Orellana's workshop in the district of Chorillos.

tradition, working side by side
with hisson and wife, Pilar

ceramics has been a custom
within his family over t he years.
Six of hisseven brothers and
sisters are also folk artists, He
began sculpting when he was a
child and has upheld the family

potato paste t hat has quite a
past. The paste iscomposed of
glue, water, flour and potatoes,

and thi:s styte ,efe,,ed to as
imaginero, or one who imagines,
has betn passed down to him.
• All my work com~ from a
tradition, but it's also a fusion
of all the techniques: Orellana
said.
·The Peruvian culture is the
richest culture in all of South
America."
Orellana has thrived off a
humble life by exporting his art
throughout Peru and countries
around the world. fifty percent
of his exports 90 to the United
State,, 30 to 40 percent to
Europe, and only 10 percent
are sold locally. An order of 200
Noah's arcs sat waiting in his
office to be sent to Switzerland.
Aligned in neat rows, the linle
blue boats overflowing with
animals sat waiting to be shipped
overseas.
A«ording to Orel!ana's
friend, Aldo Diaz Lozano, who
is the curator of the museum in
which his won:. was displayed,
Orellana's work ls very original
despite similarities in style among
other artists.
"He is a good person with
a big heart and a powerful
fate," Diaz said . .. His drive and
compassion is always expressed
in his work."
And as if his heart wasn't
already big enough, Orellana ha<
converted his home into a quaint
potte,y «:hool, Alpa Runa, which
also is livi()Q quarters for four
young art•sts who are looking
to master his skills. These artists
not only learn the trade, but
also gain a sense of camaraderie
as they live and work for a
moderate wage. Eight of his
fo,me r students have already
opened their own galleries,
workshops, and studios.
Richard lthaccaya Pariona,
a stude-nt at the institute, sat
painting details on a fired
piece of pottery where rows
of identical donkeys riding
motorcycles and skeletons
wearing doctor's outfits sat
scattered across tables waiting
to be sold. lchaccaya is currently
spending his last wetk at the
institute as he prepares for his
studies at Bellas Art"' «:hool in
Huamanga.
lchaccaya said his time at Alpa

A student of On,llana. Ridlat<f lc:haccaya Pariona. is thankful for the skills he has picked up
making pottery at Alpa Runa.

Runa has adequately prepared
him for his future and he owes
this opportun;iy to Orellana.
Without him, none of it would
have been possible.
Edu Orellana, 7, who hid
behind the wall of his father's
offi<e as he listened to the
foreign words of our intetview,

said he 10\les his work very much,
Edu wants to be a policeman
when he gets older because he
wants to "<atch the bad guys•
but he enjoys watching his father
work despite his o,.vn future
aspirations.
For Orellana, working with
his family has made him• happy,

su<<essful artist. He eats breakfast
and lunctrwith his wife and
children eve,y day and con~ders
himself lucky and content be<au,e
of this.
·rrs about family unity." he
said. "My wife and my children

make my art stronger."
- l)('t;;gn by l,uis Arriaga
student w ande~
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THERE'S SOMETHING TO BE
said about being ..one with the

elements.· Yet how often do we
have the ch.a nee?
As I gazed out over t he Pa·
cific Ocean from the shoreline
of Lima, Peru, the sun cast its
shadow over the curling seas, I
found myself an observer in the
temple of wave riders who glide
on water piercing the air with

their tanned torsos and sleek
boards.
To many, surfing is considered

more of a religion than casual
sport where undemanding and
respect for your surroundings
leads to the redemption of rid·
ing the "perlect wave."
Thes.e are the stories of three
such individuals whose devotion

and dedication have become the
very center of their lives.
As I entered the beach I was
immediately excited to see the
numerous surfboards lined up
and the countJffl bodi~ sitting
upright in the 0<ean on short.
and long surfboards.

People gave each other the
"hang ten• hand signal and
there were hugs all around.
Instantly, I knew the surfecs in
Petu were just as laid back as
they are in the States.
The first surfer I spoke to was
Karen Mendiguetti Gamarra.

AS
THE
~VES
ROLL
IN
PERU'S MOST

POPULAR

SURF SPOTS

Peruvian natives
find solace in
riding the waves
of the Latin
American coast
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PHOTOS AND STORY
BY SARA ROSENBLUM

So,.,tt 1'(0 rAAvtt..( ¢M
~ lUCV ffl.O(}.f'.!UfG

She is currently ranked the
number two female surfer in all
of Peru.
~ I walked over to speak with
her, I be<amc very nervous and
imimidated by her skill.
I sat down in front of her, with
my translator, and in my best
Spanish possible said, "thank you
so much for helping me with my
interviews."
I must have said something
incorrectty because she laughed
a little which also broke the ten·
sion.
Karen isa 2S-year-old surfer
and has been riding waves for
10 years.
"I didn't know anything at
first, but now I can read the
ocean and the waves and it is
easy to w rf anyviJhere," she told
me.
Karen atso informed me that
she competes and has traveled
many places to represent Peru in
competitions.
She has surfed in such places
as Chile, Portugal and the Mar·
garita Islands.
.. I continue to surf because it
is my life," she said with a huge
grin on her face.
I proceeded to ask her what
her favorite surfing memory was
and was happily surprised with
her answer.
She told me, only a few miles
away from where we were sit·
ting, she was surfing while completely surrounded my dolphins.
•1 feel pea(ef1Jlnes~ freedom,
and a connection with nature
when I am in the ocean, .. she
told me as she gazed tar off the
coast.
I could see the immense pas·
sion in her eyes and knew she
was truly one with the suff.
I sat for a while facing the
crashing waves, listening to the
rock> get pushed and pulled by
the rough water.
I then began speaking with
a man named Ricardo Garcia
Hozboa, more (Ommonly known
as Doc.
Doc is a 57·yeaf-old man who
is a third generation surfer in his
family.
He was very proud to t ell me
this and added his son is a fourth
generation surfer.

"The most
important part is
the feeling ... I dance
with the waves and
walk on water"
-RICARDO GARCIA
HOZDOA, third generation

surfer

"I feel peacefulness,
freedom, and a
connection with
nature when I am in
the ocean"
-KAREN MENDIGUETTT
GAMA.RR..'\, t·ankecl number·

n.vofenwlesurferin Peru

" Surfing helps me
get rid of my stress
all the time. It is
just me and the
ocean, you know"
- DAVID VARA AMES, natilX!

Peruvian., swfer for four years

He has been surfing fot SO
years and I could tell by hisdark
tan he knew more about the
waves than anyone else at the
beach.
"Surfing is always the same,
the most important part is the
feeling, the feeling is alwa)'S the
same. I dance with the waves
and walk on water," he said.
Also, Doc has t1aveled all over
the globe to surf.
He has bC!en to Mexico, Hawaii,
Ecuador, Chile. and the Galapa·
gos Islands, just to name a few.

Even though Doc has traveled all these places he made it
a point to make sure I knew his
favorite waves were in Peru.
" My favorite memory surfing
was the first day and the last
day. Eve,y day,• Doc <ighed with
wide eyes.
I could tell he was longing to
be where he felt most at home,
among the waves.
As I snapped a few photographs of Doc., I saw the water
captivate him as if rt wascalling
his name.

Soon he would be answering.
I once again found myself getting lost in the waves.
I began walking down the
sand less beach balancing on the
millions of small rocks that m.ake
up the coast.
I then began talking to David
Vara Ames, a 3S·year-old surfer
who has been surfing for only
four years..
"I am still improving, every
time I get into the water I get
a little better and more confiden~" he laughed.
He then proceeded to tell me
when surfing first came to Peru
it was something mainly the
wealthy did.
Thiswasbecause surfboards
weren't made in Peru, so it was
expensive to buy them.
David looked out to the water,
back at me, out to the water,
and back at me again, then final·
ly said, "Surfing helps me get rid
of my stress all the time. It is just
me and the ocean, you know.
There are many places here but
the ocean in consistent. ..
From the tone is his voice it
was clear that he t ruly loves the
ocean and to surf.
• 1 feel really (onnected to
narure, I feel I am a part of na·
ture when I am out there," he
e,plained as he pointed towards
the water with his head.
David's connection to the
waves was apparent and strong
and clearly reciprocated by the
ocean for him.
I myself felt like an outsider
a~er hearing these stories and
began to look at the Peruvian
shoreline different ly.
As I watched the waves roll
in, 1heard its call and wondered
what it was trying to tell me.
I saw the surfers as though
they were choreographing a
dance in worship of the music
being conducted by the rolling
waves.
And yet. despite the fury, I
marveled at their inner peace
and calmness.
I suppose ff, came from under·
standing that the only thing you
can control in life is not what
occurs but how you choose to
react.

- Des;gn by Lucy Ft-oemmliug
student wanderer
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"Next thing
I knew,
he swept me
off my feet. n

View of the Miraflores district from above the Pacific Ocean.

BY LAURA NALIN

The Miraflores
district ofLima,
Peru, is more than
a place to fall
in love.
It's a place to fly.
But unlike most
international
trysts where
people don't
want strings
attached, you'll
want strings
attached as you
soar over
skyscrapers.
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eople often yearn to
travel to fall in love and
get sw·ept off their feet.
On the other hand, some pfefer
to embark on bold journeys in
hopes of fulfilling the intense
adrenaline h igh they <rave on a
daily basis, In Parque Del Amor,
both loversand adventure
fanatics become the perfect
recipe for a melting pot vvhere it
c.in happen. Lite1ally.
On a small patch of grass
located on Avenida de la
Aviaci6n in Miraflores_. tourists
flock to witness pillow,lik:e
structure$ carry the para9lide1s
into the air over Lima's Costa
Verde, also known as the
green coast. For 150 soles
(approximately $50 U.S. dollar$),
thrill-seekers are escor1ed to
their pilot. who. fot the next 10
minutes of their lives takes them
on an aerial adventure among
buildings and 20().foot high
mountain peaks that unite the
Pacific Ocean's<oastline with the

P

Miraflore-s district of
to South Ameri<a.
f.of' more information
Lima.
primarily Lima. during
on paragliding
Infamous for my
the
wintertime
In Umai, visit
fear of heights,
be<ause it is too <old
Parapente.com/pe
I decided let go
in Switzerland.
of any impending
·With the glider
worries that otherwise might
you are closer to nature,.. he
have been hindering me from
said. "You are flying with the
pulling off such a personal feat.
wind through the sky. This is
I felt the harness fasten around
freedom:
my waist as my nervous hands
Not everyone that works in the
gripped the rough, canvas
business knew what patagliding
handles as I stared my instructor
was, Enzo Munoz was walking
nervousty in the eye.
through the park when he
-on the coont of three, you
saw a sign that read .. manager
are going to sit down, Ok?· he
needed.· Mur'loz, a native of

asked, with a reassuring smile
that slighted my nerves into an
unexpected trust
Next thing I knew, he swept
me off my feet. This was not the
love that most stumble upon
when traveling to the Parqve
Di!/ Amor, but rather a newborn

admiration for the airborne
delight that this man was taking

meon.
Each day hundreds of people
stand in line to experience
the excitement of zig•zagging
through the air, reaching
altitudes of 700 feet above

sea level. Sure this may sound

•

unappealing to some, but
to others, this is the perfect
getaway from the daily reality
that keeps them grounded.
As I soared above the <cast,
I <ould not believe what I was
seeing. Tall skyscrapers that
towered over me on land were
now getting smaTJer as rrry pilot
and I elevated through the air.
After my 15 minutes of flight
time, I <ould totally see how
people do this on a regular basis,
S<>bastien Czaka, 28, trained
pilot and tourist from Zurich.
Switzerland is 0t1e of those
people. Czaka said that he thinks
paragliding is the "best sport out
there.· He added that he comes

Argentina smiled as he said
he came to Peru for work. but
mostly for love. '"I moved here 10
years ago, and I stayed: he said.
The pilots at the Miraflores
location belong to APfT, an
association for Peruvians t,ained
in tandem flights. The park isn't
just for the pilots 10 take those
interested soaring t hroogh the
sky. It is open to anyone who
meets the qualifications to
operate paragliding equipment.
"Right now it's a public park,
people need to show they are
tcained pilots and a flying license
in order to fly here... Mur'loz said.
One of the pilots who takes

Ff'Mh from the skies. this
paraglider safely lands.

the adventurous patrons flying
is Riner Sinek. 27, a native of
Lima. Binek has been paragliding
for the past 13 years. and said
that he has been interested in

aerodynamics since he was a
child.
.. When I was very young I
would build airplanes," he said.
• As I got older my friends and
family would say, 'it's time for
you to fly like a man; and the
rest is history...

- Design by A11glilica C/16VC2

PARACUDINC
INUMA

Peru's capital Lima
lays on the Pacific
Ocean. Paragliding
takes pf.ace in the
Mirafiofes distri<t
area, next to the
Larcomar mall.

stuc&.nt wanderer
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HEARTOFA
An in-depth look at the i1npact of
El Co,nercio, Peru's oldest daily
BY EMI PETERS

KRISTA HINfS

Students <hat with Guerra in El Comercio's "vault...

KRISTA. Ht,.n

KRISTA HINIS

From old to MW, El Comercio keeps updated through its

newsroom.
12
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man dressed in a
bla:k, p;n-it,;ped
suit with a light
blue dress shirt
and datk blue tie
carefully leads a
tO\lr group of Columb;a College
Chicago students through a noisy
construction area inside an aging
but graceful gray stone building.
The man takes the group up a
winding, dark mahogany staircase
to a second-floor landing, where
the groop stops to view and
take pictvres of an imp<es~e.
glass mosaic ceiling. Wrth a thick
and husky Spanish accent. Hugo
Guerra gives a btief history of
how a small newspaper establishment turned into Peru's premiere
source for news and information.
El Comercio, the oldest and
most prominent newspaper in
Peru, has been the main source of
news for over 170 years. El Comercio has a rich. in•depth history
and has flovrished above 23 other
daily n~papers in Lima alone.
Guerra, the executive editor
of the paper, continues the tour,
leading the group past a large
room full of ceporters. graph;c
designers and photographers
busy at work on their computer'S.
At the end of a deserted hallway,
Guerra stops in front of a large,
dark wooden d00t, arms Ctossed
and legs spread, as if guarding
10me impressive sectet.
WWe usually don't sh01.v t his,
but thanks to our friendsh;p,

we're going to open our vea·
sury, .. he quips. After a brief
pau:st, another man arrivM with
a key to open the forbidden
door, allowing everyont inside
of a dark, regal-looking room.
The room is coated in rich, dark
"voods and ceiling,high shelves
are packed with leather-bovnd
book~ These books hold the im,
mense archives of every issue of
El Comeccio ever printed, datjng
back to the pape(s very first issue. published ;n 1839.
Hardships to headlines
It was in that year t hat Perv's
prominent Mir6 Quesada family
ettablished the newspaper. In the
seventies, left.wing dictator Juan
Velasco Alvarado seized the pa·
per from the family in an attempt
to create a socialist revolution. In
1980, ~moc,acy was re-established in Peru vnder the presi·
dency of Fernando Belaunde and
El Comercio was returned to the
Mir6Quesada famil~•. It was Ptesi·
dent 8elaunde's first official act
upon assuming the presidency.
"This is very symbolic for us,..
explains Guerra as he points to
a hang;ng glass d;sp1ayof the
historic 1980 issue detailing Be·

launde's achievement.
However, in the 1990s, El Comerciowas again in danger of
be;ng taken over and bMally
censored, this time, under the
corrupt and authoritarian rule of
Alberto Fujimori. Fujimori took a
repressive stance on the ow,osi·
tion and attempted to crackdown

El Comercio's
first issue

in 1839
and 2010's

cun-ent issue

The glass
ceiling
right after

entering
through the
main doors
is a stunning
piCK4 of art.

on the free press.. Despite this, in·
depcndent1~1 owned newspape(S
like El Comer<io and la Repllblica
played crit ical roles in bringing
down the Fujimo(i government.
Because of the papers' journalistic
professionalis~ Lhe Inter American Press Association honored
them with the freedom of expression award for their symbolic
labor during difficult times.

Standing strong in
the digital age
Today, El Comercio is inde,
pendently operated under the
owne;ship of one main corpora,
tion, Empre!a Editora El Comercio
U . In addition to El Comerdo,
Empresa Editora produces a number of other Spanish-language
publications. induding Peru 2 1,
Gesti6n and Trome, a popular
tobJoid with a daily cfrculation of
600,000.
El Comercio's own daily circulation of 80,000 during the week
(200,000 on weekends) reache;

a broad audience. Newsstands
located on almost every block in
Lima sell sizable quantities of El
Comercio and its sister publica•
tions. NewS1tands like the one on
the comer of Grimaldo Del Solar
and Alfredo Benavides in Lima's

Miraflores district receive a shipment of aboln. 70 issues of El Co·
mercio on a daily basi.s. The woman who sells these papers behind
the counter, Analf Escobar, says
the reaw n why El Comercio isso
popular is because '"it has a his-tory and the most information.
It's the most recognized paper
here," she says.
Unlike the U.S., i."1lere newspapers are a dying b(eed and dties
like Chicago only have two main
dailies st.anding. Lima'$ admirable
newspaper count of 24 citywide
dailies seems to be flourishing,
and for good reason.
'"The majority of them are
tabloids and owners are usually
involved in politics or are close
to politicians and/or political
parties," says Virginia Rey·
Sanchez, fo(mer senio( writer
of business and e-conomy at El
Comercio. "Tabloids are used by
the OlN'l'lers as a political tool. Its
main objective every day i.sto
have a front page with the po·
litical target O( objective of the
day. Newspaper kioskos (stands)
are characterized here du(ing
the day to show iust the front
page;, hanging them up, where
people stop by and read them,"
generating popularity.

\VIKIP(OIA COMMONS

Front of El Comerdo main building, opened in 1924.

Escobar noted that another
reason people in Lima read newspape(Smore is because of the
lack of Internet in homes, which
is where nea,ly half of all U.S.
consume.cs obtain their news,
ac<O(ding to a Zogby Interactive
online poll.
· Not everybody can afford
the Internet here.," says Escobar.
"That'swhy newspaper'$ are more
popular. Here. there ace more
divisions in culture and not everybody has as much money" to
afford that service.

But for struggling journalim
in the United States who have
dreams of becoming the next (ar1
Bemstein or Bob Woodward and
love the excitement of print jour·
nalism but fear its quick demise
is hindering that dream, maybe
moving to the "City of Kings"
would be the next best thing.
;'Who knows, maybe you will
find yourself working for El Comerdo someday, .. Guerra tell$
the group of students ½~th a sly
smile. You never know.
-Desig11 by Jor,/1 Espinosa
student wanderer
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rom Lhe fir~1

step inside Bar
Maury, an upscale bar localed
in Hotel Maury

in downto...,'ll
Lima, oven;ized

Bar Maury has seen interna..
tional celebrities, sports stars
and politicians come through
its doors and order the Pisco
Sour.

STORY ANO PHOTOS
BY DEREK KUCYNDA
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paintings of opulent individuals dancing animatedly and
pisoo sours adorn lhe red oak
walJs of the historic bar.
There arc leather chairs
and fine wood tables that fiU
the bar wilh dec::adt:111..-c ;wd
c.lass. The bartender, Eloy
Cuadros Cordova, 68, dressed
in a button..<Jov,tn white dress
shirt and slacks, wipes off the
clean counter where J can see
my rcflccLioo through the oak
finish. 1sit down and ask him
for Peru·s oationaJ d1ink: lhc
pisc::o sour, which Ctrndros has
been serving to bullfightet'S1
sports stars, jo11maJis1s. politicians and ente1tainers alike for
almost half a cemury.
He mixeo:; the ingredients in
a blender with surprising cf.
ficie.ucy and pours slowly, as to

not fil1 the glass with too much
froth, and sprinkles Angostura
bittel· drops a nd <:inmmmn
~111 top, 1.0 give roy libation an
added kick.
ME\,erybody c<>mes here for
the pisco sour," Cuadros said.
-rhis is why poople come to
tl1i$ bar. Pi)io(.'<> sour was invented here.,.
Some of llH: patn.m~ Urnt
h:~ve been served by C\ladws
include singer and composer
Alicia Maguifla~Glady~ ?',ender,
Miss Pen• 1957(who later became Miss Universe that same
year) and form er !'resident
Fernando Belaunde. It ·s 111)
su1·prise Ulat even polilicians
::i1.lch as fom1er U.S. p~;dent
George VV. Bush .:ind AJan Gar-

cia, the current president of
Pen•, h.ave been caught sipp ing
Lhis popular South American
drink. Though there might be
some conflict as to who cruale<l
pisco ::;our and popularized it,
there•s no question that Pen1's
capital city of Um11 serves up a
tasty pisco cod,"tail. and a sto~

ried histol)' about its origins.
In t11e 1.500s, Spilnish con·
quistadors planted grape vines
in the Viceroyaltyof Peru. The
grapes flo urishOO in the rich
c.lima1e and soon, they were
pl"CICt>.ssed into a brandy called
pism. 11)c fo rnu.:r Viceroyalty
of Pen• was 3 lt1rge region that
comprised partc.; of p resent-day
Chile. In t8i8, Chile claimed
their i.ndependence, but both
countr ies continued to produce
pi.soo, according to Hector
Vega. the ownerofSo11goro
Cosongo, a Criollo-style restaurant in Barranoo.
MBefore the Spanish (oon•
q uered] the Incas, there were
no grapes in South America,"
Veg.a said. "The Sp<tnish foonquistadors] \.,;th tl1eir big ships
brought tl1c grape. And from
the grape, they s tarted to prepare the liquor."
The drink I ordered was
slightly sweet and tart. J would
o pt to go for a ml\:ed drink in•
stead. Vega says that the Machu
pisro. a fruity/ minty mi.:< or rich

While the history
of the drink's creation
remains a national coriflict,
the Pisco Sour will always be
Peru's 1nost beloved cocktail

THR PISCO SOUR
I NGREOIU'1S

3 parts Pisco
1 part jarabe de goma (or

bar syrup)
1 part lime j uke
1 egg white

(rushed ke
PREPARATION

,. Mix the pi$cQ wirh the
jarotx: degoma in a blendet.

2. Add tlte h)uejuiu:.
,?. Add in cmshed ice and egg
white.
4- Blend until texture is
:.7n(x>tl1(Ind creamy and the

eyg whites are foamy.
5, Ser·oo irr a $ma{[ glass and
add An90,.-.h1r<1 biuc,· drops
uncl c;innamon ro liJ$te.
colors served cathedral-style
(large size), and the Coco pisoo,
made with Coconut milk {and
reph1cing !he jo.ioo), an; p0pu1ar
choices at his restaurant. He
brings out U1e drinks right away
and tells tis, "It's an aperitif and
goes well with caneha (roasted
corn 1. An e.xcellent appetizer."

Bartender Eloy Cuacros Cordova m ixes t he Pisco Sour

today in ear Maury the same
way he did upon the drink's
invent io n 50 years ago.

Cuadros echoes this ~·tatement, and says that pisro

"opens your appetite" a nd goes
'"'ell with radishes, green onions and c;elcry sticks wilh sail,
as well as canchcJ. ~w ith lhat,
you can have four, (i\•e, six J)iseo sou rs u nd you wou1d ~ OK.."
Howe\'er, the origins of pisco
sour remafo cloudy, like Lhe
spirit itself. Rumors that a man
named Cringo Morris created
Lhe drink on a whim in downtown Lima still nm rampant
at many of Lhe bars I visited in
Peru. But according to CUadros, the originators -were Graciano Cabrera, Aquiles Condori
and Cuadros himself. At Lhe
time, he was 17 years old and
washing glasses at Bar Maury
and whenever the barlenders
h·ould go on vacation, Cuadros
would take reign of Oar Mau.I)'·

"They were some barmen
whoro Tworked 'A'ltb," Cuadros
said. ~r was tlleir disciple. I am
the youngest. These barmen
,,rere very restless and they
,•..-o tild go out to play dice and
they would start thinking about
how lo mix piscos and ere.ate:
something."
T hi.: first fJL1Cmp ls at pi::;co
sour left the cocktail tasting
Ji_ke le monade. I t also lacked
a full-bodied taste, so the bar111cm added extra lime juice,
sugar and even egg whites to
create an eotirety different
drink altogether. According LO
Cuadros, measuring the egg
white was the m,,st difficult
part because too much would
irrnkc the <lrink too foamy aod
sometimes. the pisc,-o so\1r
would curdle.
· The egg is the lx,dy of the
pisoo sour," CUadros said.
Though Cuadros is Llrn lasl
survivor of the original pisco
trio, the m~·Lh about Gringo
Morris i::; still very much a1i\'e.
The rumor started when Morris
used pisco ir,stead of Whisky to
make sours for the bar patrons
and the driok ganlered popu~
larity for Morris, aC(X)rdfog to
Cuadros, who was slightly an·
noyed ut the mention ofGril)gO
~fords, whom he. never met.
"'People are not going to tell
me storie; ~Lbout 1>isco sour
because I have been part of [the
hislory]," Cuadros said. He also
scoffs at the idea of Chile originating the pist_'Usour, sta.Liog
that Chile does not have pisco;
tJtey have aguardiente, which
burns the throaLd ue to the Jesser quality of the alcohol. CUadros lo()ks at me incredulously
and simply st..1.tes, "'How c:m'
Chile have pisco sours when
they don't hnve real pisoo?"
Adding tension to the con·

nict, pisco sour ls dcdan,'(I a
national drink by both Chile
and Peru, despite controversy
regarding who created the
drink first. Hov..-ever, the fact is
that Pent was slow to act, since
Chile patented the: pisco 50
yet,r.:: ago. O mdros thlnks Chile
was "'sneak"Y" with pisco and
ce:rtain native Peruvian fruits,

hut blames tJ1e Peruvian government on how they handled
the situation.
.. we fall asleep on our
1aurels,.. Cuadrossaid. "'We
have lo blame the fathers of
our country, or, as theyc.all
them.selves, the goveromenl.
The government hasn't done
enough. Ir it wasn't for Ralll
Vargas [from Radio Programas
n)dio station] a,1d myself, we
,,..-otddn't celebrate the d:w of
the pisro sour,"' which hfi..,gan on
f'ebruary 7, 2.002.
'f1lough the day of pisco sour
has just reached its eighth year,
things are looking up for Peruvian pisco. Despite Chile's oornmercialization and exportation
of piSt.-0 around the world, Peru
remains to be tt c:ontender:
"The process is ve1y slow, but
we're getting there," Cuadros
said.
Pascal Richer, the owner of
615 Bar and Grill, located in
Miraflores, compliments the
government's efforts lo export
pisoo and popularize Pen1vian
Cl)is ine around the world. "'T
disoovered Peru, where l founcl
;) he;lutiful ...,;fe and amazing
food and drinks; he said.
It's a plat(! he calls "'home,"
1ho11g.h he was born in Canada.
Even as he worked in bars in
Miami and Houston, he said
pisoo oours were a popular "offthe-menu" iten.1. in regular supply in large cities. Howc~ver, he
says pisoo has yet to be introduecd to many areas of North
America, \\oith the exception of
1nany metropolitan cities such
as ~fotmi, Housl'<.m, Vancou\fer, Los Angeles and Chicago1
which already serve pisco at select bars. He said that in nearly
every city, one can .JLleast find
bottles of pisco at select stores.
which was not the.case in the
1990s, wben Pc.ru's exports
were oonsiderably lower.
"Peni jlL',1 came out of a bad
few years of political problems,'· Richer said. "Now, they
are actually gro"'ing very fast
so Lhc:irc:xporls and imp<)rts
with the United States and
C'an2da are better now."
-D~ign by Brianna Wellen
student wanderer
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AFRO-PERUVIAN FLAVOR
BY EMI PETERS
l is not every day

tht1t a group of 13

college students
and two instruc-

tors are imited to
spend the aftern(>OO in the home

of a Grammy
Award-winning:

singer. One
wotdd imttg.ine
that most internationally known Afro-Peruvian

chanteuses would 1>3S$ on the
opportunity to play hostess to
~uch a .sizeable group. SUsana
Baca, however, was :m cxccp,.
tion. Warm and imiting, .Baca
was nuthcnlic and teoder to
the core. She greet<-d the group
of students from Columbia
College Chicago oulSide of her
striking Chorrillos home, giving
each one a welcoming smile,
a hug and aquick peck on Ute
cheek- the customary Latin

A.1nerictul greeting. She then Jed
everyone inside of her home,
past a beautiful front foyer with
lively, Spanish-style windoto•st
and into an open, 1laturally lit
dining area. The waUs were
pai1Hed will\ a cheerful blue a nd
adorned with native Peruvian
art A feeling or rela.-..ed c..-omfort
ti11ed the room, and as lhe group
rearranged chairs to create a
rolut,;ive circle for addressing
questior\S and ans,1,1ei·s, Bac-a·s
enormous great dane, Madame
Boo Boo, made her waylothe
center, ancl rounded herself out
before carefully lyiug down oo

t6
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a large doggy pilJow for a .sound
siesta. As the intel'\llew begins,
&ca's homemade ,:hfr:ho morad<f, a sweet lle\-er<1.ge made from
purple com, lS passed around.
"l made lhis cl,iclia morada
for everyone, but if you don't
w.int to drink it, don•t feel obligated," Baca sttid in a sincere
and soothing tone.
It , ...-as such gracious hospitality that pro,IOO. Baca LOhe a
paradox in ~ world fo ll of l)elfimportant musicians.

The: fir$l Grammy t.ame as a
surprise.
Tn 2()02, Baca won a Latia
Grammy Award for ll<,s1 Folk

Album for her record Lcmumto
Negrc:,, an album comprised of
previously unreleased nmterial recorded in Cuba. The first
Peruvian to receive a Grammy.
Sa.ea garnered widl-dcscrved
attention in her home coootry.
She was even invited to the go\'·
emment's J>alacc. and asked to
do the honors of raising the flag
in hcr hometov.-n of Chorrillos,
a district of Lima, Peru.
· 1was crying and CJ)'ing and
crying tx.--ca.tise it was au for me.
u , ,;as so, ~o touchla.g.,. she said.
"Pt!ople would tel1me. 'Because
of )'O\I, ¥.'e (Pcm] an: known ht
the v.-orld.,,.
Buro into humble beginnings
in Choml los' predomioantJy
blac.k ooasta1 \.i1Jage, .Baca grew
up in a house (illcd wilh music

and danoe.
•Music was life/' Baca said,
recalling fond memori~ ur her

fO{OS ELIO LETVRJA

SUsana Bau at her studio in Chon'lllos singing ..COpla de la O"
wittt e xdtement on her face.

ABOVE Grammy Aw ard-w inning singer, Susana Baca entertains the Peru Travel Writing Class from Columbia College Chicago in
her home. BELOW "Lamento Negro, .. the album that got her the Grammy in 2002.

family sing•
ingandplaying makeshifl
instn1mcnts
made from
furniture and

silverware to
pass thetime. "We had no electricity, and no access to radio, so
we would just p1ay and siog."
Baca grew up surrounded by
the rich sounds of traditional
Afro-Perovian music, a genre
that has roots in the communities of black slaves bnmght to
work in the mines along the
Peruvian coast. Deeply conoooted to the spirit of black
Peruvian music and culture
and dedicated to its ongoing

tunities for black women were
slim. Finally, in 1995, Baca was
introduced to an international
audience.after a fateful encounter with fo1mer Talking Hoods
fron t man Da,1d Byrne.
After Byrne saw a video of
Baca singing Maria L<rnd6.

research, Baca co-founded U,e

" I was crying and
crying and crying
because it was all
for me. It was so, so
touching ... People
would tell me,
'Because of you, we
[Peru] are known in
the world.'"

Instituto Negrocontinuo (Black
Continuum Institute) along
with her husband, sociologist
Ricardo Pereira.
· People would always tell us
that there was no public for Afro-Peru,~an music; they wou.ld
not J>ay ..ittention to it,'" she said.
World C.'<'J)OSure of ,\fro-Pemvian music is something that
has always been of importance
to B.1c;a, who says she greatly
admired the mus·ical talent of
Chabuca Craoda, a legendary
Peruvian singer and later mentor to Baca. Granda became a
great inspiration for .Baca, and
she worked hard to achieve recognition in Peru, where op1>0r-·

a touching folk song adapted
from a poem written by Cesar
Calvo and oomposed by Granda,
he was immediately intrigued
and tracked the artist down. He
then asked Baca if she would include the song on a compilation
album, '/he$()11/ofB/ack Peni,
which was produced uodcr his
world music label, Waka Bop.
Baca said yes and signed "ith
the label ~,at same )'ear.
·Maria L<rnd6 opened the
doors for me,.. Baca says.
ln 2005, Baca wanted to further her music researcl1 th.rough
a fellowship at Tulane University in New Orlw\S. After the

tragedy of Hunieane Katrina,
the singer's plans became virtually impossible, tl1at is until the
Uni\'ersity of Chicago pro"ided
an affiliation for her through
its Center for Latin American
St~<lies and the Department of
Music. There, Baca researched
ja?,.Z through the uni"ersity's
acclaiJned Jazz Archi~ in the
,Joseph Rcgenstein Libra!)' and
presented her findings during•
presentation entitled ..A ·rr::ijectory of Poetry in Afro-Peruvian
Music."
Ayear later. Baca was back
in Chicago to collaborate on
a dance piooe with the famed
Luna Neg,ra Dance n1eater. She
worked directly with the Latino
dance oom1>3ny's founder, Eduardo Vilar6, and together they
<.·horoographed M; Co,t®n
Negro (My Black Heart). The
perlonnanceoolebr.tted both
black and Latino cultures, and
Bac:a's music was prescntOO as
the in.spirationaJ centei:pieee:.
Michelle Manza.nalcs, artistic
din..""Ctor of Luna Neg.ta and rehe81$l director for Mi Coraz6n
Negl'o, said working "ith Baca
was a ''CJ)' flu.id ex-pe:rieocc. '"Susana was really great because
she connooted ";th the dancers... Manzanales said. "She was
actually on stage dancing with
us and was very open to what
Eduardo was asking her to do.
She just really wanted to be a

part of it. She was integrated
th""'ghoutthe piooe."
On April 23, 2:010., Baca performed at the Old Town School
or Polk Music in Chicago, her
second pcrf'om1ance at the
venue. Nick Macri, coocert marketing manager for Old Town,
says Baea's music emhodies an
esseoo, of folk music that Old
'fown tries to bring to its allinclusivestage.
''We use the tenn '"folk music· on a more world·stag.esort
of way, ,neaning U1ere's folk
music from every country and
it's all different,* Macri said.
"It's not all just bluegrass and
banjos. Folk mu.sic in Pen.1 is
of course going to be different
from Virginia.""
Afro-Peruvian folk music is
exactly where s.,ca fools most
comfortable expressing herself
and thinks that in order to build
an authenticity in her music,

she needs to n.wnnect with
her past, something she does
through hertontinuaJ research
on traditional black music in
Pem.
·10 order to be able to move
forward. J need to know what
traditional music is,'" she said.
.,;\Vho is to say that this music
doesn't have a soul and an expression that also speaks about
Peru and how J)rofound Ute
country is.'"
-De;ig11 by Ashley M<-Guil'<!
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1\No street
musicians follow
their passion by
performing in
artsy neighborhood
in Lima
BY BENITA ZEPEDA

uring the weekends,

D

two young men walk
atound the neighborhood of Barranco

with a guitar and a
flute plastered to their side< They

smile coyly at all the beautiful girls

in the street and nod respectfolly
at the gentleman that pay attel\tion to them.
Once they arrive to their street

comer venue, Pen.Nian natives
Samuel Vilca, 25, and Ronald De
la Cruz Casuo, 28, unpack their

instruments in less than a minute
and begin playing songs many
tourist$ recognize that create the
perfect soondtrack tos.upplement
Barranco's picturesque landscape.
The charming neighborhood

is located along the coast of Lim.a. At the top of a long. cobble
stone path lined with a colorful

suing of houses and restaurants,
one can view the ocean. flowers,.
mountains and trees that creates
the ideal blend of natural beauty
and architectural distinctiveness.
While Barranco bustles with
both tourists a.nd locals, music is
echoed throughout the town. One
can sit at a restaurant and be serenaded with Latin American music
or more familiar tunes of the Beatles or Simon and Garfunkel.
Vilca and De la Cruz said they
play songs that are more comnwrciat which is not really what

they desire to do.
"My passion really is Latin
American music," said Vilca."We
play more American songs for the
tourists. We make more money

wooden flute v.ihile De la Ctuz
strums on his guitar. They both
play various instruments, but the
blend of th~ flute and guitar is

that wori<s the best for these two
friends to show off their nameless

mobile duet.
The duo can be found out on
the street or on the balconies of
various restaurants.. They also

They said that they aren·t exclu·

that way."
Vilca and De la Ctuz have been
playing together in Barranco for

they prefer.
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- RONALD DE LA CRUZ,
street pe,furmer irt Borranco

play on the top of the walkway
overlooking the ocean and beach
in Barranco for tourists hoping
for a tip.
sively muskians there, but travel in
neighboring areas including Miraflores. However, there is something
about playing in Barranco that

the past 10 yea~ Vilca plays a

"Playing the street
started out as
something that was
a necessity... but then
that necessity turned
into a passion."

"I love native instruments and

this place is really interesting be·
cause there are many tourists that
like to hear native instruments,"
said Vilca. "Here in Barranco, the
people prefer to hear more na•
tive music. They atso like to hear
songs from their country."
Playing musk in the streets for
tourists was not the first idea De
la c,uz has for his life. "I never

thought I would be a musician, ..
said De La Cruz.
He eventualty noticed how easy
it was to make money for playing
some of his favorite songs, and
then he started letting his passion

shine through.
"Playing tile street started out
as something that was a necessi·
ty, because of the economy, but
then that necessity turned into a

passion,"
During the week, both teach
less fortunate students how to
ptay music at a local school be.
cause both went to school to
study mus.ic.
"The music has been giving a
lot of things.." Vilca said. "It has
opened doors for me in a lot

of places.·

ranc:.......,;

n

formers don't need to have any
type of license toperlormand add·
edthat the music is really enjoyable
for the area and doesn't bothe<
their business..

"The music is very pretty,,. he
said. "But it depends on the d ient. It's a lot of Latin Amefi.
can music but there is also Bo·
livian, Colombian, and North
American music."
Pinto said that when it comes
to musicians playing in the actu·
al restaurants it depends on who·
ever is running the house, or the
k~(hen on that night.
Vilca and De la Cruz said they
continue playing music in
Barranco by t he water.
.. I won't ever leave the mu.sic."
Vilca said. "The music is my element. my soul and spirit It has
givel'l me a lot of inner tranquili·
ty, and it helps me become calm...
knowing that you can give hap.
piness to others, it makes me feel
very spe<ial."
- Design by Stephanie Soviofo
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Stl~t Ot,r1C<'~f ph¢l0\ QIJSTIN"' ASUU!lll

RIGHT Street performer

Samuel Vile.,; AB0Vl
Ronald De La Cruz castro;
BELOW A typical street lined

with houses and tnes

LEFT Pwnt. ~ /os Suspiros,

a famous bridge in colorful
Barranco BOTTOM The Ba,-.
ranco neighborhood is hilly
with bridges and sMlewalks
curving through houses and
shops,

The duo said they have compe·
tition with a lot of street perform·

ers, but there are so many different places to play music it is neve, teally an issue. Each group has

•

a different musical element to it
Some musicians work in duos,
like De la Cruz and Vilca, some
are entire families and others are

solo musicians.
Unlike street performing in the

United States, mLKidans don't
need to have a permit to play in
different establishments.
Storeowners have an understanding that these musicians will

come, play for their patrons and
leave quietly after a song o, two.
Jorge Omar Pinto. 41, a server
and chef at /.iJ Posad• D<,/ Mirador
Pub in Barranco, said street perstudent wonderer
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The seventh iuonder
of the ,nodern iuorld
was not originally discovered
by Hira111 Bingha111

'
our women from Chicago line
up with their arms around one
another, posing with the scenery
of Machu Picchu glo"i ng beh ind
them . One of them tells 1n e this has
been one of the places on her list to
see for 20 years and she finally made it. Another
says, "It's one of the n1ost beautiful spots in the
world. Why wouldn't I con1e?"
HI came here so my husb,rnd
can watch my d;.n1ghter over
winter break," Barbara Wing
laughs at her own comment as
she hands me her camera. -she

g<><*- to Colu mbia College." I
fi t a background of mountains
and green space into the digit-al
screen, and wonder how out or
all the people in Pcn1, I meet
four women from not only my
home countiy but also fro m
my city.
Recently acclaimed as the 7th
wonder of the modem world.
Machu J)icchu, will be nothing
more than a landscape on a
postcard for many people. But
by taking a plane, a train and
bus, thi1t Jand.$4:.apc can become
a reality and an e.~petience
to<:herish fo r a lifetime. The
re:LSOns people vis it this
e.,1raordinary landmark range
from s imple sightseeing to
spiritual enlig.htenment. Bul for
nati\'CS it's home..
Romulo Lllarraga was bom
just outside or Machu Pic.'Chu 52
years ago.

'

•oveTthere. he points
M

towards the mountains while
1'
s sta nding;_tl the IOJH)fthe nains.
Ll7.Arrnga is a short man,
6
t<
j dressed in jeans hemmed to
at."t.-ommodate his height, and
<C
a Patagonia fleece. He wears
~ a white hat. equipped ,,ith

.,

pins and patches from the
pl~-1<..-es he has visited. tor him,
Machu J>icchu a1td the city of
Cusoo hold a special meaning
in his heart, and C\'C1')'day he
reels luekr to be a part of it.
l\,·o of his relatives. \\1lo were
fanners at the time, were the
first to diSCO\'er MacllU Picchu
in 1901. Years later, they led
Hiram Bingham there and he
e.-..:cavated it in J911.
"'My conneetions with Machu
Picchu are very powerful,
Llzfirraga said. "'Plus ifs
very SJ>iritual. And not only
is it the location or ph)'Sital
constrnction. it ·s the vibrations
of the spirituality here.,.
At'COrding to Llu\rru.ga.
Machu Picchu attracts over
2,000 visitors each dav,
sometimes 3,000 duri"ng the fall
months of high touris m, and is
considered one of the spiritual
c:<:nters of the world.
..Many important people
from the world oome C.' \'el')'day,he said. "'Here were many
presidents of many platcS of the
world. here was Pope John Paul
JI, many )'ears ago. Here was the
Oalai J..a mu. Important people
fro m all O\'Cf the world used to
come here thinking this is one of
the healing centers of the world
in a ,"try spiritual way...
Li:-Arraga believes the Incas
M

kltlSTAM!NfS

TOP R6mulo
Lizarraga explains
the h istory of
Machu Picchu and

his connection to
it. LEFT Machu
Pi<chu. M seen in

many postcards.

LAUft(N SIIOSTO\'IITZ
<OtCMM

PERU

,....,,

Uma to
Cusco uik~
OM hour by
P'fnt, From thtrt
i1 takes 3.S hoots
by lfain to Mcl<hu
Pkd 1u.

" -ere led to Machu Picchu by
spiritual forces emanali1i.;
from the mountains. and
that the spiritual power of
these momttai11s still ,i brates
evel)'<.fay. Sul with the mnount
of touris m, LlZ31'Taga and other
nativ~.s fear those energies will
grow weakcT and weaker.

· we encourage tourists not
to take from here the rocks...
Liz.irraga said. MEveryday there
are many tourists. They put
one small rock in their pockets,
3~000 tourists are going to J)ut
one small rock of three or fouT
grams i n their pockets. how
much kilograms are traveling
around these plac.'.CS outside or

Machu Piccbu?"
Tr.welers fr<mt all over
the world come to see this
ancient min with over 2.5
trains c.ariyins 3001>-'l.SSengers
arriving from Cusoo each day.
And the one thing on their
minds is that the real sight of
Machu Pit..·chu will live U J) to
their expectat:ions.
-1 was concerned this might
dis.11>1>0int because e\'CJ)•one
has seen one thousand pictures
of this,~ \Vin.g said, as her peers
from the Northwestern Alumni
Tour Grou1> nod in <1g:r<.-eme111.
"And it doeso't disappoint.
lfs even more spectacular in
J)erson."

You look out at the
mountainous Andean land.scape
and all you can see is fos, You
look again and the breathtaking
\~ewof ne,;er-ending g_reen and
wondcTment becomes cleaT.
You l~ien to vok-cs around
you speaki,1g a language more
fo reign than a ny you\ ·e heard
before. You climb and explore
to reach an emotion you may
not know C.'(ists.
"It's a mystic place,M said
Fnuteis Turk, from Buenos
Aires. "If s full of energy and
s.; crcd StOTie.5."
- D<!sig11 by Olivia Costaneda
st\KMnt wandtrtr
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Saleswoman Cristina Berduzco is a soft-spoken woman who ~Us her products at the Inca Jungle market in C:Usco.
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BLE 1NTHE
JUNGLE''

Journey throHgh Cusco's colorful marketplace

you can turn away. someone is
<.·allingyou to come into
Iheir small cubicle-like shop.
You d on't vnmt to he rude

so you start to walk in, but
Ihen someone el!-t' t:-11_.s you
on the shoulder. They want
you to huy a sweater. Yo u' re

overwhelmed.
..Tht: Tnca .Jungle," ;;i flea
market-like shopping. cenler
has moTC than 15 vendors.

mostly lndi::1n w <,101en, all
oonrpeting to sell goods to
lo 11ri.. 1~. who .are accord in~ to
Yendors>the majority of their
clients. It look!. like most of
the Indian markets in Pe ru.
Shelves are stacked ....; th h,md·
knillecl .scarv(:S, blanket$,

sod \S, aod S\,·eatcrs. Items

At the Inc.a Jungle you can get from alpaca sweaters.. ponchos
and hats to leather goods, pott~ry and jewelry.

own specialty to add to it. ln

<".an be as cheap as 5 soles

($1.75) for a small keyclmin
to 60 soles ( $2 1) for an Alpac.l
.sweater.
Most of the shop s have
:-.im ilar items. h ut the vendors

"You have to have
a lot of patience
and will of selling"
-CRJSIINA IIJ::lU>t:ZCO, 111<>1

JUngle sttlespen;ou
have different opinions on why
their sho1) is lk'Ucr.
"There is n o <X>mpctilioll for
make:.. She also sells: blankeL~1
me. I ere.ate my ov.TJ designs
sweaters. and book bags.
S() I <Ion ·1 luivc a <:ompctition,
You would think lhal \\'i.th
said Yaneth Ah<ue-t. while
all lhl;" competition the vendors
leaning bae k a ml fort h itl her
would Ln: al caL·h other's
nw.kingchair kn it1ing. Rehintl
throats, bul th,11 i~ nut soat
her a1·~ her hand·made key
-rhe Inca J ungle." The ladies
who work there h ave known
ch,1in~ anc:1 lw..ad b<H)ds. TI1~
walls of h er shop ;tre lined
each other for years and have a
wilh earrings, necklaces, and
real camaraderie.
rings. Some of which are 100
.. Everybody is friend!;, we all
pNcerH silver lha t she prices
koov, each other," said J aneth
depending on how much ii
Mam.ini. Hcn,hop is longer
and 1).arrow, with shelves
wci~ hs.
fi lled wilh AJpaca
An<,1lhcr vc~ndor
Cristina Berduzto
~ Inca Jungle
sweaters. s ha wls,
H

STORY AND PHOTOS
BY AMBER PORTER

l

t's c-alled, "'l11e Inca
J uogle.·· t\s as soon as you
walk io yoo feel l il,w you ·n-:

in a fon:i~n maze of A1paca
sweatersjPwehy , and s inall
trinkets that vd ll remind you

or your trip to C,1z..c..'O, Pena.
Something colorful in your
peripheral vision catches you

off guard, You turn to look at
ii, SC:C()nds pas.s, and before

said it"s all ahc-mt
customer ser.i ce. " It

is located in (.alle
Plateros 334, Cusco

dep,.:nds OJ) how you
treat the clie nl. You
oeed to have a lot of patience
a nd will of selling,'· s he said.
Her booth is smaller but he r
shelves a~ !-h1Ck<:d high with
the hand-inadejuckets that she

and gloves.
Berd ui,'O agreed,

··,vc urc: like a large
family the one!; who
work hefi'. Even ( though) there

is competition, we ()II sell.~
Most of the little sto res
h~ve the sam e b:1sic: lhini;S,
bu t usually they have their

Alvarez's s hop, her spc.•da.lt)'
isjewehy. - 1 make eve1y thing
thal is je\,•eh-y, stones,
neckl~ces, evel"}1hing. We
work from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m.
I mn a pn,duce r more thuo a
saleswoman ... she said.

Alvarez. has bce11 a
.. producer" fo r 12 p.'~n:. ;md for
good reason. ~1 \\'Orked for a
sr.hool for 10 y(:an. b ut tlm pu)'
is not ~OVl.l. Doing this 1 make
more. l make ;;,ooo soles a
month."
5,0 00 soles is rnore th a n
S1700 in United States
currency. ,\ccording to wu..•tt-'.
nwpsoftheu.:orlc/.com a mmHhly
w~e of S500 in t:nited States

correnc:y is enough to live
comforta bly in Peru.
N()t every vcnJor makes as
much as Alvarez. Benhm.:o h Hs

a different story. .. I went lo

school a nd there \\'(,'ii; no jobs
so 1started my own business.
I\ •(> been doing this fo r 15
years. J never do the math. but
I make e nough to pay the re nt
and to have a regular lifestyle,"
she said.
- Design by Erika Dad
student wanderer
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Zoyla Zevallos Leyva, 67, chats with Columbia students about her life at Los Martincitos. She joined the community seeking a
more active lifestyle and a family atmosphere.

Elder care program
gives hope to the

II
of Peru
BY CRISTINA AGUIRRE
PHOTOS BY GRACE SADTLER-TAYLOR
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Watch a video at http://
columbiachronid~.comflunch·
lesson.s-<are-at-los-martindtosl

WITH 80TH OF HER PAJ..MS
stretched out slightly off her
body, Zoyla Zevalloo Leyva, 67,
begi1)s to sing a song in Quech·
\la, a Native Amc.rican la.ng\1age
spoken primarily in the Andes
of Sot1l11 America. She sways
back and forth in a blank stare
singing in a beaut-ifu.1high·
pitched but raspy voice. 11lis
is how she forgets her worTics

and problems she faces bock
home whe1\ she comes to Los
~lartincitos.

Zevallos is one of the senior
citizens or abuelitos (grandparents) that take part in the Los
Mart:incitos program at Oscar
Romero Center located in Villa
El Salvador, OJ\e of the most
impo,·erish a.rcas outside of
Lima. The program is designed
to helpsomeofthemost vulnerable people living in Villa

by providing them with meals
three times a week, physical
a,1ivities, and medic.al care.
"J came here sick, but I feel
good here. I am happy at the
moment, it's a good thing,"
Zevallos sa.id. Ml like it here
because I don't feel the sadness
that is my home."'
~I any of the abuelitos come
to Martincito.s after their fa.m·
ii)' were unable to take care of
them. Zevallos came to the pr<r
gram 10 years ago after becom·
ing ill and was \lnable to sell
pa,, (bread) on the streets. Her
ch\lrch notified her about the
program, where Zevallos could
get the care :;he net.•ded.
-1 ha\'c threedatt.ghtcrs,
the older one doesn't come to
vis it, that hurts me,.. Zevallos
said. "My husband is dcad ..l
came here myself since I always
went to chun;h... and one of the
mothers recommended me to
come here."
Before coming to Los Mar·

tincitos. Ze"allos' daughter was
sick :·1nd had no choice but to
find more help. Antonio Palo·
mino Quispe, c.-.:ecuti\'e director
and founder of Los Mart:ineitos,
teeei\'Cd her. ~He was a good
person. and well ... C\'eryone
here \\'.lS good (or me,.. said
Zevallos. "'Ever)'onc knO\\'S how
to respect and care for each
other in a noble way.'"
Palomino said the program
was started back in 19$7 with
his thl'l..->e friends, who saw the
need to ha\'e a place d('(lic:ated
to helping out poor senior citizens in Villa El Salvador. Tilcre
are nroond 1 1'2 gn:mdparents in
the program but more than 80

"I came here sick. but I feel good here.
I am happy at the moment. it's a good
thing ... I like it here because I don't feel
the sadness that is my home."
-ZOYl.~ ZEVALLOS I.EWA, 67

abuelitos come to the program
each week. The rest arc too
delicate in their health to come

Determined to make it into
the basket, Zev~1llos holds a

soccer ball with both of her
tiny, fragile hands and stops
out. "'We go out and check to
looking
up at the rim. With the
sec how they are doin&, We
always have to SC.-'t what's going other abuelitos watching her
on with them,·· Palomino said.
from the side. Zevallos makes
it into the net·
·ro kt."'Cp them
healthy and
less rim aod
starts to recrnit
moving, vol·
Cross.(uttural Solution'!. is a
untccrs take
other (11.>uclos
non-profit o,ganiz.ation that
10 join.
the abuelos to
offers volunteer opportunities
"iA qui6nle
the park todo
to those looking to help.
cooo, Do,·ar
recrt~tl,iomil
Vi'Soitwww.
said
7..c.vallos
activities. such
crossculturalsolutions.org
as pla);ng
who
tries to
for more inf01mation.
lure in more
catcl1wil1,1 each
<lbvclos, who at
other or run·
ning. Marilyn Rude, a volunteer first look intimated. ;,, iA quiln
from Canada, is spending her
le sigue, Mario? MoriorShe
grabs him as he joins heron the
vacation helping out.
""The elderly are so friendly
court:.
and very out going and outspoZevallos (a"orite activity is
ken. But ( really enjoy all their
pk-tying basketball with the oth~
er abuelos and said that it keeps
personalities...thei.r greet:ing
her going. Activit-ies like these
is to hug and gi"e a kiss on the
are
the reason why she doesn't
check. it's ver)' to1Jehing."

Dalila smiles at the camera.
Some of the abuelitos at

Los Martincitos discuss their
pitth to the program openly
with COiumbia students.
Many come seeking a more
fulfi lled lifcstyl<>.

miss a day at Los Mart'incitos.
Every Monday, Wednesday and
friday, she oomc."S in from 9
a.m to noon. sometimes earlier,
by bus. Always with a smile on
her face. t-he anticipates all the
recreational activities of the
\\'eek.
~1 love to participate in e\' ·
erything. When there is an invi•
talion, I would always go.·· said
Zevallos. -it gets ine happy for
a whilc ...likegoing to the beach.
We art going in Febmary!·
Los Mart:incitos has changed
many of the abuelos Jives by
giving 1hem a place to leave
their worries. Zevallos with
tears slowly fo rming on her
eyes still hopes one day that
her daughter " ill come to visit
her, bttt for now she"ll continue
10 s ing until that day comes.
-u is how it is sometimes ...
but the others ((lbue/itos] ,ire
with me, no?"'
-Design by Melanie Galu(m
student wnnde'1!'r
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The story of
Peruvian "street
kids,"forced by
poverty and
disadvantage
to become
providers for
their families
n1uch too soon.
BY SARAH OSTMAN
HAYD EE
It's a warm summer night

and I laydee has her strategy
do\,11pat. A sturdy, outgoing
girl of 11, she rearlessly works
the rounds in the Parquc. Central in Lima's Miraflores district.
<:lutchillg a red (ast food c:up
th1.1t has gone soft ;1round the
edges. It's far from home, but

tourists are abundant in this
neighborhood, many of whom
sit coupled on benches, necking
or eating ice cream.
Hay<leetuckshereup under
her am1, parks herself in front
or•• <."OUJ)leof griogQS._, pouts her
lips and waits.
Sometimes, it works. At the
end of the night. she goes home
to San Juan de l..urigancho,

Writer sarah
Ostman
smiles w ith
11-year-old
Oel ia a.s she
displays the
miniature
dolls she
sells every
day.

known as one of the poorest
neighborhoods in Llma, where
her motlier nms a bodega out of

•

their home. She has 20 soles. • a

little less than $7 • in her pocket.
Thousands of children like
Haydel: eke out a dangerous liv-

ing on the streets of Lima C\·cry
day, begging. stealing or selling
trinkets to anyone witl1 a sol to
spare.
M any ha\'e nm away from

home beeause of abuse. neglect
or drug addiction, setting up

camp near garbage dumps or
PHOTOS8Y OEVIN KATAYAMA
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under bridges out.side of town.
Others say they lh'C with their
families, but are sent out aJone
by the.ir ca.i;h-strappcd parents
to work the streets of more affl uent neighborhoods.
For many turistas, these
"street kid:;" are simply a nuisa11ce, yet another reason to
keep v. firm grip on their purses
in this land of haves and havenots. But fo r some, lhe kids a.re
~inblernalic of something deeper - a gaping riff betv•ee.n rich
and poor, city and shantytown,

is grippiag packets of chewing
gum in his fist as if he is trying
to hide them Lb ere.
He is hesitant to talk al first.
but eveotuaJly Sa)';(; hi.,; name,
HCttor Juarez, and his age, 12.
ln a quiet voice he Sll)'S he, too,
is from San J uan de Lurigancho,
•,•,.,he.re he lives with bis p:arcnb:i
and five.siblings; he boards a
bus in the morning for the half.
hour 1idc downtown. He says be
works ··until the gum i:; gone."
H6ctor ~ems relieved to es·
cape any more questions.
Not a minute after he does,
a tiny girl appears, holding in
her little hands a crucifi:< on a
n)'lon cord and a phot()(.X)pied
prayer card. She Le; clean-fac:cd
and fawnJike - all legs and light
OJ\ her feet., as if she could blow
over or take off running at any
inoanent.
JACQUI

"Then he would
look for garbage on
the way home and
his mother would
cook garbage
soup on the wood
cuttings he brought
home."
-BRUCE THORNTON, owner
uf Agen<lct SOS Tnternarional

Js she ever afraid ofpcr·sonas
malas?
She insists she is not; in fact,
she says, :;he el'ljoys riling up the
occasional grump.
More questions: What h<Ls
Iler day been like so far? Where
are her 10 brothers a.nd siste~?
.. My mom is doing badly,' is
her resJX><1$e. "Sile has falle.n.
She has fallen down the stairs."
Delia could be l)"ing to gamer
sympathy - her mother might
be in perfect heaJth. Likewise,
Jacqui may be feeding a line
about buying ntilk for her baby
brother.
And while all three children
claim lo ttttead school, that too
may be untrue; it is estimated
that more than a quarter of
Peruvian kids drop out lo go to
v.-ork.

This girl, Jacqui Baz..i.o Carrera, i.s 7 years Qld, but could pass
for 5- She is happy to have a seal
on the lop step of tl)e church
Hecto r Juarez, 12, works da iand leans io, wi<le-~·ed, eager
ly " until t he g um is gone."
to hear every question.
She says on this Siclurday
that she .,\,orks "only from
those wiU1 beds aod tJ1ose with
Monday lo Friday,·· adding uncold, hard Ooors.
prompted that she does it "for
Street kids are plentiful in
mjJk for my little brother."
centro de limCI, where narro,.,
She said she came to the plastreets choked with exhaust give
za this morning alone 0 1\ pub1ic TMECAUSE
way to vibrant, v,ide-01:icn platransportation, and that she will
1.as of yellow and red. Behveen
Druce'01ornton, a Trujillo
1
give
the
money
she
collect
'
)
to
resident
who has w·orked with
the tour buses thot hum out..
her
father,
who works in a print 81rect kid.,; in Latin America for
side tl1e catedral de Lima and
shop, and her mother1
the crowd th.at galh~rs at the
50 years, says that
who
cleans
houses.
street kids' chaotic
president's palace fo r the daily
Want to hdp? Vi~it
home lives often
chaoging of the guards, the hisagendasos.com,
set
them fu1ther off
toric Plaza de Annos make::. for DELIA
aldeasinf anti IQs.org.
.Jacqui
flits
away
track
a smart n\arkct for street kids.
pe. or bruceperu.com
and soon appears
Most live with
The square is quie.1 at first
Delia.
r-.scobar
An·
their
mothers,
on tl\is Sah1rday morning; on
tizana,
a
mischievous,
toothy
11lomton said, who are responthe church steps sil on]y a silent
11-year..old wilo is selling a
Amll:an family dressed in layers
sible for teachiog them the tricks
of tlH)ir trades, Their fathers
that seem too bea"). for the heat selection of tiny Peruvian dons
pinned
to
a. sheet of cardboard.
teod to be absent or tl,c:y'rc only
and a $Olib.1.ry Peruvian strumShe holds the sheet delicately,
ming a guitar.
prut ··timc, as they onen have
as if it were a tray full of China
multiple families to suppm1..
Delia says she has been sellTile kid') often suffer from
HtCTOR
Then a boy climbs lhe church ing dolls since s he was "ve.J')'
malnutrition, lack emotional
little,• and that she bu)~ the
support, and go to sleep at
steps and hesitantly start., apnight on sheets of plastic in
pm.1ching strangers as they e.~t d u:>i.itos dcm'll the su-cct and
sells
them
here.
LikeJacq\li,
she
the church. He wears dirty jiwn
their homes.
says she traveJed here alone on
Some .sit1.1ations are more
shorts emblaz.oncd with Daft)•
Duck and has v.-ith him n plastic public transportation.
dire. TI1oniton recalls one child
"Yt-s, it's ,-e:ryeasy!" Delia
hug, ,,;hich he S\o\ings awkwardwbo 1>iarted eating at one of his
declares,
organization's soup kitchens at
ly around his skinny v,Tist. He

I

the age of 8. Worke.ri,,werc in\•
pressed that the boy stayed late
to clean up, bt1t sooo noticed
that he was sneaking garbage
from the trash cans and bagging
it to take home.
The boy, they learned, was
the sole b1-eadwinner for his.
mother, who had tuberculosis.
and his five yomlger siblings,
··He wou1dget up early and
go to ,,•otk in a woodcutter's
shed.." 'lllomton said. "Th.en
he would look for garbage on
the way home and his mother
would cook garbage soup on
the woodcutting.she brought
home."
b'treet kids' lives are harsh,
but there are some altcmatives available. Organizations
like Thc.mHoo·s Agenda SOS
lnteniational as ,,,..en as Aldeas
r11fanrile,, SOS offer programs to
get kids off the streets and back
into school.
n \omton began opening
schools i'o r street kid,; in 2002,
and today his organizations
opemte 27 sclloo1s tllroughout
Latin America, includiag si.x in
Peru.
11-ie children $pend rnu years
in small classrooms designed by
the organi?.ation hefore they arc
transitioned to public schools;
after they arc: integrated into
the larger system, they attend
monthly check-in sessions to
give them a sense of community.
More llHm 5,000 children
have gone through Agenda SOS
lnlcrnational schools, inc1uding
900 ln Lima alone, Thornton
said.
r\Jdeas Infautiles SOS, also
known as SOS Children's Villages, takes a different approach,
providing new home environments for kids in high-risk situ·
ations. The organization cu~
rently nms eight gr<>up homes
in Pen.i and provides parenting
classes fo r parents.
Still, t11e problem sometimes
seems overwhelming.
"It's nothing. We help 8,000
children, but there are so many
more,'° said SOS Children's
Vi1fo.ges Spon:;orship Director
Laura Aguirre. "We hope someday to 800 that our ,oJ()rk is really
making a. diffe rence."
-Design by Erin 8cJwC1rds
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,rs NOT ONLY A
PR08L&M 1111 UMA

tion of Migration {IOM} in Lima,
"The more vulnerable you are.
the more likely you are to fall
into any sort of propositions.."

What about the law?
Also unhelpful, is the absence
of any clear definition of law and
regulations that monitor sexual
exploitation. When several tesidents were asked i.vhether or not
prostitution was legal, there was
no unanimity.
"'The authorities go to the
prostitutes and they say move.
But they sometimes give some
money and the authorities
leave,,. said Gino Stejibar, a 32
year-old resident of Lima. just
one of the many Peruvians who
poimed to locations like Avenida
Arequipa Md La Victoria neigh·
borhood. in the hunt for sexual
pleasure.
Officers, who were asked how
the national police react to pros·
titution, seemed lenient on punishments. Women in custody who
are brought to the station will be
bade on the streets in a matter
of hours, working again. Other
women are simply displaced from
one location to another. VVhile
some local police see prostitution
as tedious paperv,,ork. certain
organizations are working to
protect women from negative
exploitation and preventing
them from becoming victims to
human trafficking.
Peru has been a member of
the intergovernmental organi·
zation IOM since 1966, but has
only worked in human traffic
prevention for sixyears. The last
year Peru published trafficking
research was 2005, when IOM
teamed with Movimiento El
Pozo, a non-governmental orga·
nization aimed at empowering
women involved in prostitution
through education and sup·
port. On September 23, 2009,
ICM presented an unpublishe<I
report at a press conference for
the International Oay for Sexual
Exploitation.
Of the 466 cases of human ttaffi.c registered between 2006 and
2009 with RETA-l'eru's National
Police database-around 100 are

currentty being investigated by
authorities. Women like Fabiana
are less at risk living in Lima,
which holds 4 percent of the
total registered cases. Ateas out•
side the city, where resources lack
even more, have the h ighest per·
centages. But human trafficking
may not necessarily be prosecut·
ed as such., and can exist under
different names, said Cortes.
"If you are using other peopie,
you are exploiting other people
sexually for sexual commercial
industry, that's what would be
penalized," she said.

We found Fablana Marie
working on the comer of Quika
and camana Streets in downtown
Lima, but the cities of Iquitos aM
Cusco have a lairge prostitution
pcobfem as we41.
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An internationa l liaison
And that's what Harty, (he
didn't want his last name pul:r
lishe<I) a bartender at the Flying
Dog Hostel in Miraflores, expefien<:ed in early 2009.
"This was prostitutes that
wanted a better prostitution
life. So I provided that service
through luxury modeling agen·
des in Germany, Spain and Zurich. I was a liaison," he said.
But as liaison. he was able to
profit from vulnerable women by
negligently creating an environment for voluntary sexual ex-
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didn't see eye-10-eye with Harty
and in April of 2009, they invaded his house. He was charged
with human trafficking and was
forced to pay Interpol S3,000 for
hi.s release out of Bolivia, he said.
IOM isattempting to strength·
en laws so trafficking penalties
consist of harsher, more ea}ily
enforceable punishments. But
the Peruvian govemment isn't
treating trafficking with the
speed that tOM had hoped.
"It's the way things work in the
country. I guess it's not enough
political will. They haven't com·
mrtted to this,." said Cones.

officerfor counte1· trajjicki.ng at
International Org<mi1.t.itiOn <Jf

Work in progress?

" I think trafficking
is very much linked
to poverty and lack
of opportunities"

Migruti()n (IOM) in Lima
ptoitation. The service c.harge for
extracting these women from his
agency was 300 euros. Outside
the agency, the women would be
asked to petfotm sexuaJ acts for
additional monei he said.
"The whore house p.aid 1.500
eurosto get them to Europe.
The girl only had to work two
month~ which that means they'd
be making 4,000. 5,000 euros
depending on the girl. And the
house kept tha~ and the girl
could stay in Europe," said Harry.
But INTERPOL. an international
criminal police organizatjon,

(

In 2007, a five-year plan titled,
The National Plan Of Action
Against Human Ttaffic.king:
2007-2013, was prepared for the
Ministerio Interior de PerU fOt
implementation. Today. it has yet
to be approved, said Cortes.
"They donl last.• she said of
Peru's miniS1ets, those respon.
sible for the 'egislation. "There
isone miniS1et. Then there is another one; and the new minister
will come with their own stuff
(agenda) and you'll have to start
all O\•er again."
Until the Peruvian government
beginsto take seriously the impact of sexual exploitation and

human trafficking. hots:pots like
Cusco and Iquitos will continue
to utilize the uninfotmed.
For now, Fabiana works
because she has t~with the
hopes of making enough money
to afford an education; and
if she's lucky, her sisters won't
have to spend the same years,
seven days a week. on the
streets of Lima.
I sit uncomfortably careful on
!he ledge of the bed, aware of
the sheets folded carele<sly over
for aesthetics. Fabiaoa holds the
condom In a folde<I napkin; and
me. with questions in one hand
and a recorde, in the other. Sex is
the purpose of why we're the,e.
but it doesn't happen.
"If you want to stay with me
yoo have to pay something
more, twenty. something more,"
Fabiana says. She's still about
business. I'm one of few clients
she expects tonight and I'm tak
ing up het time.
She's used to the recorder's
levels pulsing with the sound of
her voice; and the small red light,
staring at her. Befo,e I leave, I ask
her what she wants in the fu·
ture. She says to travel. I ask her
where. She says. NJ don't know....
somewhere away from here."
- Design by Melissa Ehnneyer
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lter multiple addresses

this dose to my past. Sin<e twas

and intersections, dis·

myself standing in front of a

5 months old, I grew up in a life
where anything I needed was
never too far out of reach.
I was born in Peru, yet adopted
into the United States where I

gated yellow building oo Arequipa Avenue in Lima, Peru. This
empty building, surrounded by

have li"ed f01 nearly 20 yea rt.
I must ~y thanks to my mom
and dad. I love eve,ything they

flowering trees and free-spirited,

brought me into.
When I was2 months old, I
met the people who woold end
up raising me, providing for me,

A

connected six-digit
phone numbers, and an emotional loss of hope, I finally found

young families sent a rush of
deep breath through my nose
and brought to me a sense of
comfort which I had never felt
before.
I was born here at the C/inica
de Lourdes and I had never been

A young woman's journey
to find out where she was born
and reflect on the life she was given
STORY BY KRISTA HINES

I

IUUSTRATION BY ERIK RODRIGUEZ

sending me to school. and finally
latN in life, the woman who sold
her gold jewelry to help me pay
for thistrip. I know them asmy

parents and they are the only
people that I would ever call
Mom and Dad. They are divorced
now, b<lt married when tlley
were contacted on January 29,
1990, the day I was bom. At this
time, they were told to come and
get me.
"It was a dream come true be·
cause I always wanted to adopt
a child of my own,"' my mother
told me as she raised her hand to
my cheek. rubbing it gently with
a smile on her face.
Growing up in the United
States my mother made su,e
to keep in contact with other
families that adopted from Peru.
Some of them had already been
back to the country, and my par•
ents knew that the day was coming when I'd find my way back.
Finding this <la!$ and the option to go on this journey into
a Thitd Wodd Spanish-speaking
country for two weeks, was pre·
sented to me by my good friend
Lauren Brostowftz. who was also
my roommate during the trip.
"I knew this would be an
experience of a lifetime and I
wanted to share my special moments with you." she told me as I
smiled bashfully turning my face
making sure she didn't see the
tiny droplets building in my eyes.
I'm a pretty emotional person.
Some of the slightest things said
to me can bring a tear out of my
eye. I was pretty amazed in the
end, after seeing the clinic where
I was born, of the fact that I
n~r shed a tear.

Ona missio n
My one pel'10nal goal on this
trip to Peru was to find and visit
the Ofni<.a de Lourdes. little did
I know it would be such a hunt.
Finding the cliniccame after many
speed bumps. e,·ery day 1would
get myself a little doser but in the
end I would fall a~eep just as lost
as I was when I woke up.
I continually would look up in
t he phone book the name Mari·
sol Ferreyros and would find no
one. The first few days I had a
misspelled last name. Thanks to
Facebook, I was able to recon·
nect with a few people back at
home and they gave me the cor·
rect name and supposedly her
email address, but I never heard

back from her. Later I found oot
that her name was listed in the
phone book as Maria S. <:asta·
neda Ferreyros. which lswhy I
had such diffirulty getting a hold
of her. Ferreyros was the adop·
tion attorney that helped my
parents during their stay in Peru.
My mother told me, · She took a
lot of interest in you, Krista, over
all the other kids... I wasn't able
to get in contact with Ferreyros.
I had figured that if 1had talked
to her she could point me in the
right direction to the Clfnica.
(I ended up finding it through
other means. Keep reading.)
I hadn't given up yet on con·
tacting Ferreyros. She did a lot
for my family and I wanted her
to know that I am grateful for all
het work.
If I were born anywhere else,
my journey to find the clinic
probably wouldn't be as fun to
tell. The helpful hand of complete strangers in Peru sent me
on a wild goose chase, but with
out it it wouldn't have been as
amazing to stand ovtside the
building in the end.
Derek Kucynda, a journalism
student I met on the trip, was alW¥ open to walk right up to a

"I saw glances of
all the photos my
parents had shown
my of their stay
in Peru. I felt like
all their memories
were merging with
mine, overlapping
in a way I cannot
describe.''
stranger and, in choppy Spanish
ask,. "Do you know of the Clinica

de Lourdes?'
One of the times he even
walked fight up to a cop and
asked. I was surprised to see from
a distance that the cop had gotten on the phone to call a buddy
of htS that may know more infor.
mation. Cops in O,icago would
definitely not stop to help you
out like this. The officer ended
up not finding an addres.s, but
instead informed me that the

building is still standing, however, it is abandoned.
Making progress
When we went out to eat, he
still didn't stop. ·tarco y Shell,•
a waitet at a Chinese buffet told
Derek as he promptly wrote it on
a napkin. When Derek brought
me that napkin with the address,
my eyes lit up and I was ready for
that day's tour.
Late, that night my frienck
Lauren. Daniel and I, went to
that intenection. I looked around
and thought. •wow, apparently
I was born in the shopping dis.
trict, probably right there by that
bank." My eyebrows dinched in
confusion and I felt once more
like there was nothing more I
could do. I didn't want to give up,
and Daniel wasn't going to let
me give up. Daniel, my teacher
Ello letutia's nephew, was a big
help on this journey. He lives in
Peru, so he speaks perfect Spanish, and on top of that knows and
understands English very well.
After making a few phone calls
at the Telef6nica, we decided to
head in for the night and contin,
ue our searching on line, and start
again the following day.
In Peru, it seems like everything you need is made easier
based on who you know. Bt.rt.
perhaps, I'm just here with a pro-fessor who just happens to know
all the right people. Like him, his
nephew Daniel, just happened
to have access to an online da,..
tabase of information. Once we
found the building code for the
clfnica, 457749, all he had to do
was plug in the numbers and it
gave him an exact address and
telephone numbers. "You didn't
even have to leave the ,oom."
Daniel said to me after he ex·
plained that the six digit numbers we had found are old and
not in use anym0te.
Since I now had an exact ad·
dres~ I immediately pulled the
yellow pages maps book out
fton'I under the bed, opened it
quickly, and flipped page after
page until I found the page read·
ing Miraflores.. After noticing
the page I needed could not be
found in my book for it was tom
ot.rt, I was in shoc.k by the irony
of the situation. I ran down tvvo

"Finding the clinic
came after many
speed bumps,
Everyday I would
get myself a little
closer, but in the
end I would fall
asleep just as lost
as I was when I
woke up.n
floors, to my dassmates Emi and
Lauren's room, in a rush to find
the page I needed: Ave. A,equipa 4225, Miraflores. I had finally
found it.
Mission accomplished
I made it there. Standing in
front of the three-story tall, yollow painted building with sienna
borders, the paint jobs reminded
me of my house back home. I
couldn't help but to envision my
10 roommates walking in and
out of the arched doors that
stood nearty 20 foet away from
me. As I slowly took deep breaths
I wished I could recognize the
smell of the building, as I do the
one I live in Chicago.
I stood with my head pres,ed
against the metal gates, trying
to see the ins.ide of the building.
I saw glances of all the photos
my pa,ents had shown me of
their stay in Peru. I felt like all
their memories were merging
with mine, overtapping in a way
I couldn't desaibe. I wondered
what the rooms on the inside
looked liked; I wondered if it
smelled like a typical American
hospital. I imagined if in a small·
erdinic there was a more personal connection with the people
who come in and out.
I'll never really know, but I
can only hope and tell myself
that Gladys Madeleine, my birth
mothe<, had some connection to
the clinic as I feel now. I wondet
if she ever thinks about her time
there, giving me life. I wonder
if she thinks about me. As more
and more questions fill my head
and salty tearsbuild up in the
corner of my eyos I tell myself,
that's a trip to be made in the
near future.
- Design b.v Benita 7.epcda
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Inexpensive ink
Looking f or a tattoo but don't have
thefundsforfresh ink? Lin1a offers
affordable prices.
PHOTOS AND STORY
BY lAUREN BROSTOWITZ

ing by, thesoundaJoneofthe
tattoo shop may be enough to
deter their confidence. However, -One of t11c tnat1y quirky
things tourists do when they
visit Lima, Pem is to hike n permanent nnd painfu) souvenir
home wiU1 them. ·who could

resist when the price is practihe deafening
.so11nd or Latin
electronic music
hardly drowned
out the yells and
leelJ1 denehing

Coyote Tattoo's artist Luis
Vel,squez has been tattooing

for e ight years.

moans of a young American as
he sat gripping the fabric of his
seal 'Ille buzzing of needles
p umping UJ>and down into thick

layers of skin echoed off lhe

waHs of the smalJ white room.
Dripping \ ...ith sweat, tJ,e five of

us decided whcthc:r to add shad·
ing to his pully, bleeding tattoo.
For prospective client-$ pass32.
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cally a third of what you pay io
lhe United States?
Al Coyote's Tattoo, a small
tattoo shop located at Sajada
Balta L47 in tJte tourist area
or Miraflores. anyone from

camcra..hugging travelers to
native Pe111vians ran come and
get "inked...
For tot1rists, especfall)' Antericans like Anthony Pad1ccu,
28, the price is just too good to
ignore.
·rm addicted to tattoos . . .
and ifs so cheaJ> here," Puchcco
said ju~1 before letting out another j uit-")' rnoan, as an eclc<,tic

tattoo artist filled. seven gothic
letters. The letters spell out
Pi.lcheco and are placed on his
lower bac:k.

\.Vhen l asked if Pac.heco \\'3S
going to tip, a customary and
expected fonu of gratitude in
America, he shook his head
from side to side, puckered his
lips and let out a modest hrngh.
Fortunately for many tourists,
Peruvians don·t share that custom.

Luis Velfisquez, a w·ild haired,
l'eruvian with his ear lobes
gaugt.'<1, or stretched a nd filled
with hoops, said the shop's
minimum is 60 soles, ,.,hich
amounts to approximately $20.
Americao tattoo parlors in urban areas typically charge any·
,,,,here from $6o to $JOO with
the price fluctuating based on
size. ~iyle and color.

Vel.isquez. who has been
tattooing for eight years, began

drawing when he was a child.
Unknowingly, he practfct.:.d
the ;.ut of reproducing images,
,vbich luts become his career
today. His anns are covered in
an organic style that consists
ofimagery that resembles tentacles a nd plant life. VelAsquez
said tattooing is Jike painting,
only the skin is the canw,s and
th" ink is paint.
Although many tourists
frequent Coyote's Tattoo, Ve1Asquei' clientcle is predorninately Penni.ms. He said most

tiom;. the desire amoog Penivi·
aos to pcn:nanently carry these
images remains unknown. By
contrast, in the United States,
popularity demands traditional.
or ilco..traditional styles, such
as sugar .skulls, hearts with banners, anchors and sJ.."Ulls.
Like American artbis. Yel:i..1oquez encourages newly "'tat·
ted" people to wash their tattoo
often witll soap and water and
a\·oid S\\imming untiJ the work
has healed. Oddly enough, he
also urges customers to avoid

tern of sanitatioo.
Alt11ough Peru may be a
Third \Vorld <:ounlry, Coynle's
Tattoo still steam cleans their
machines aod ,1ses diSJ)C)Sclble
needles in order to pw:ent the
transmission or bacteria aod
dis{'ase. Tattoo artists and pie~
ers 11re also certified in sanitation and must obtain and renew
certificates annually thal vtrify
their practice.
for the mo~t par1. Peruvitu)
student Daniel Letnria. 19,
said tattoos are more prcva.lcot

''I'm addicted to tattoos ...
and it's so cheap here.''

TOP Anthony Pacheco, 2-S, got
his last name tattooed on his
lower bade. BOTIOM Coyote
Tattoo's minimum pric&
is about S40 less than the
averag& American pricing.

often C\tStoroers decide upon
tribal art, such as tlte IJ'endy
tribal armband. Ironit'.ally, m~i
Peruvians decide upon Aztec
i1mlgC.ry, which I fll)d C(mfusing considering the lncas resided in Peru. an area far from
the ancient Aztec empire that
dominated North and Central
America in the 14th thr(>ug;h
the 16th centuries. Despite the
simihoi ty in symbols and style
among these andent c-h·iliza-

eating spicy foods as ii has the
ability to infect the healing area.
I n1ysclf, ha\'ing been tattooed
multiple times, foond this to
be especially remarkable. I ate
a fiery burrilo from Tac.'O Be.I]
after my tMrd tattoo.
If safety and ~ nitatioo are
holding you back from gettii~
a tatto() in this culturnlly ,ich
countJy, fear not. One thing
Pi,:ruvian tattoo artjsts do ~h<u'C
with American a11bis is the sy~-

among Peru's younger genera•
tions, but a handful of the i1dult
population has ai)d continues to
invest in the taboo rom1of e.x·
pression. Although tattoos may
not be as ubiquitous as in lite
United States, there are numerous places near the Parque clef
Amor, a park dedicated to lovers, "there a curious traveler can
receive a one of a kind purchase
that \,ill last a lifetime.
-Design by 8et,x:a James
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you would like to feeJ your best.
Unfortunately, v.·hcn being
so high up certain symptoms
can occur. Ustutlly th<..J' arc
dizziness, headache. lack of
.appetite, \'Omiting and loss of
energy. These symptoms are
caused by altitude sickness a11d
are actually \'e1y common for
tourists \~siting C\lsco.
BEi.TIA ZEPEDA

The cathedral at the main
plaza in Cusco is located at
11,023 feet above sea level.
RIGHT Coca tea, served at
a Cusco restaurant. helps
prevent attitude sickness
symptoms.

You may need
so,ne help ivhen
you are at 11,000
feet above sea
level. Coca tea can
definitely do it

fllOlETVRIA

COCA, NOT COCOA
BY GRACIA SADTLER•TAYLOR

his is my third

visit to Cusco
and I have come
pn.:pan."tl. Rut let
me tell you what
happened on my previous trip.
After a short fljght from
Lima I arrived to l\LSco for tlle
second time. The i,irport w as
small and filled "ith people
ready to help tourist,;. When
e.xiting the airport I realized
it was a beautiful day, VCl)'
s unn)rand clear. J noticed the
mountains s urroundi1lg me.
Wl1en he<1ding towards my
hostel we saw how gorgeous
Cusco was. the sln!ets were
nan-ow, steep and it looked so
picture$C.1ue. I couldn't wuit to
put my luggage down and get to
experience tllis am:icnt city.
We checked into our hostel
and immL-<liately went out
to walk around. There was a
p,aradt: by o ne of the churches
34
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so we decided t.o follow. We
were all taking pictu res and
just enjoying all the views.
Suddenly, I began to feel out of
breath, my heart beat faster as I
walked up the street. I realized
my friends staJ'ted to walk
slower toe">. l asked thcin ir they
felt if it was harder to breathe
mid they a,gn."ed.
We decided lo take the day
slower.
Eve1yone wanted to see the
catlledral but at that point I
felt very dir.,,;y. We stopped to
take pictures and I felt that I
oouldn't even stand so I snl
on the sidewalk. My head
aod heart v.·eru pounding
and everything seemed to be
mo\.ing around so I told them
I had to go back to the hostel.
'111ey wanted to ootne with me
but 1 didn't want them to miss
out on Cusco. I got back and
just fell asleep. l had no energy,
I was experiencing altitude
skknes.s and it got worse.

•I

Sorojchi pills

aro availabte at

Peruvian drugstores without a
presaiption.

C¢t1rteSy CJIESPAL

This t ime I was prepared
When J visited Cusco for
the firs t time l was 8 years old
1didn't reel anything, so my
.second visit s urprised me. So I
prepared myself for this third
visit by ,~king some aJritude
pills I bought in Lima prior
to Lhe flight. I stil1 felt a little
dizzy but J was much better
coinpar(.-d lo my seoond vis ii.
Cusco is actually located a t
ail all-ih1de o f 3,360 melers
( 11,023 feet) above sea level.
Many pcople c:ome to stay there
on theirway to tlte famous
Mac:hu Picchu. When in sm;h
nn amazing place. of course

What tourists say
Melanie Vento, originally
from United St.ates, has bee.n
living in Cusoo fo r one year and
a h~llf...1 definitely httd lrooble
at first, especiaUy walking
up a nd down lhe streets. But
recently when I did go home fol'
Christmas J came back and hud
to stan all over again," she said.
Altitude sicknt>-o;s (called
soroche in Pem) is vel)'
co1nmon especially if you
aren't used to being so high
up. There is less oxygc1l in
the air. Viviana Braacos from
Argentina said, .., don·r reel
anything becaose I took the
pills. I came out today because
it's sunny but I he-.trd it's good
to just rest the fi rst day...
Some people don't like to
take medication s11c.-h as Claire
Harton from Eogl.and. - I felt
lethargic and headachy, but
now J\re been here fol' a week
so 1 doo't [(.,,el ii anymore. J
avoided getting piUs because I
heard it can give you ting.ling
in hands and fingers but weof
course took coca tea," she said.
All tourists try different
medicatioos. I asked
pharmacist Doris Espinow
whkh where most popular and
.she said, ...most lourist take
S01'0jchi so they won't feel the
altitude. [ l'his} is a pill that
stops he.adache and vomiting."
There are many Lhings you
can do to avoid getting really
sick. s uch drinking plenty of
water before you arrive, taking
pins and drinking coca lea.
Also, if the allitude siekn~
gets too bad, some restaurants
a nd hotelsoffer oxygen. What
you need to do is to take
E!.''el)rthlng slower <in the first
day. Nomi ally you will feel out
of breath when walking up a
steep hill or climbing up stairs,
so avoid too rnuch ac;.li"ity and
you'll be fine.
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